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"Mama, Mama, them hold Papa 
Say them hold him for smoke ganja 
If me never jump two fence, them hold me too 
So tell me Mama, whatcha gonna do?" 
-Peter Tosh "Whatcha Gonna Do?" 
Conservatives to the rescue! 
Stephen Harper must thank his lucky stars every time 
Canada goes through a crime spree like the one we've been 
experiencing lately in Vancouver. What it means for him is 
that he gets a chance to play the role of Canada's saviour 
from the evil criminals that will obviously kill you , rape your 
children and let their dog crap on your lawn. Never mind the 
economy that's losing us billions of dollars and thousands 
of jobs; never mind the Conservatives' callous indifference 
towards the environment; never mind poverty, Aboriginal 
issues or any of those things that have hurt more than two 
dozen Canadians this year, there are people with guns and if 
you don 't support the government you are in danger! 
I imagine that when Mr. Harper heard about the crime 
spree he said to himself the same thing I would say to myself 
if my final exam for a college course was 20 questions about 
beer and Star Wars: "Finally, something I actually know 
about!" But then again, if I got that test about beer and Star 
Wars, I'd probably put a little effort into my answers to that 
test. I probably wouldn't get great marks if I wrote "Beer 
is good and Han Solo could kick Boba Fett's ass." I would 
probably put a little mustard into it and discuss how the 
worldwide hops shortage could affect the new brands of beer 
made in the near term or how Han Solo's experience at the 
Battle of Nar Shaddaa really gave him the upper hand when 
he fought Boba Fett later on Tatooine (call me, ladies!). 
But Harper's basically taken the easy route on this issue. 
He 's doing it the American way (big surprise there) with his 
promises of harsher prison sentences for anyone involved in 
the drug trade, even first offenders and low-level schmucks 
just selling a little bud. And just like America, I'm sure we'll 
see results; results like overcrowded prisons, the start of a 
cycle of poverty affecting the children of those incarcerated 
and more profit for top-level gangsters. 
But this is the Conservative way of doing things. 
On safe issues like this, issues that the Opposition is too 
cowardly to take them to task for, they make it seem like 
they've been at the forefront with their new thinking and 
ingenuity (their idea of "new thinking" and "ingenuity" 
probably involves public hanging) but when there's a 
challenging issue, one that they can't provide a simple 
answer for or one that doesn't involve the Conservatives 
looking like heroes ... suddenly it's not an issue. When was 
the last time we've heard the Conservatives say anything 
of value on the environment or the economy? They seem 
to think that Canadians have the attention spans of goldfish 
and unless we start thinking a little more critically and 
challenging them on what they say to us, they're pretty 
justified in their logic. 
So here's the bottom line: unless you are a mobster, you 
have very little to worry about from other mobsters. They 
don't want the attention that comes with hurting civilians. 
Addicts will always find a way to get drugs, and thus dealers 
will always have a market no matter what kind of sentences 
are put in place to dissuade them. And the Conservatives' 
plans for harsher punishment will mean that your tax dollars 
are going to increase while the problem doesn't get fixed . 
After all, conservatives only care about fiscal responsibility 
if there's no idle moral panic they can jump on to make 
themselves look like the good guys. 
Lord knows they need all the help they can get. 
Your friend in high criminality, 
Liam Britten 
Editor-in-Chief 
The Other Press 
Douglas College 
Wrap Up 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
Douglas Students' Union calls AGM 
The Douglas Students' Union has called its 
Annual General Meeting for March 1l'h at 
4:30p.m. at the New Westminster campus. 
This AGM will be a crucial one for 
the group because if they present a clean 
audit, one without financial irregularities, 
then this will be the final push for the DSU 
to formally end receivership. After this, the 
organization will be able to finally approach 
the BC Supreme Court in conjunction with 
the Receiver-Manager and the College 
(if they sign on) to request the end to 
receivership finally. 
The DSU has been in receivership for 
over two years and the dispute between the 
students' union and the college has been 
occurring since 2005. 
Winter Graduation pictures online 
All students or friends of students who 
graduated from Douglas College a few 
weeks ago that had their pictures taken by 
the College photographer are now able view 
some of these pictures taken on the Douglas 
College website. They are compiled in a 
small gallery and feature many students 
from various programs. The pictures can be 
viewed at http://www.douglas.bc.ca/about/ 
features/winter -grad-09-gallery.html. 
Carole Millar to bring jobs and 
investments to New West if elected 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
Carole Millar is running to be New Westminster's Member of The Legislative Assembly this spring for the BC Liberal Party: Her background is in 
finance, working as a promotional banker for the Bank of 
Montreal over several decades. 
However, Millar explains that she sees her 
background as her biggest strength. Because she has 
helped many small and medium sized businesses grow, 
one of her main reasons for running is to "secure jobs 
and bring investment to New Westminster." She sees this 
as one of the major issues that her candidacy needs to 
resolve. She stated that "Not much is happening on the 
Waterfront [right now]," as well as throughout major parts 
of New West. 
Millar explained that this can be rectified with more 
work between the BC Liberal government and the City of 
New Westminster. 
But Millar also felt that Douglas College will have a 
pivotal role in the future of New Westminster. She stated 
that with the downturn in the economy "career training is 
the key," and that "Douglas is crucial in this." 
However, she also sees an opportunity for Douglas 
College to become a university in the future, as she 
believes that it is important for students to have a 
"university close to home" since this will help cut down 
student expenses. 
Millar stated that she would push for university 
status for Douglas because this would give the college 
"more credibility outside of Canada." She explained that 
outsiders do not understand what the actual differences 
are between a college and a university and that being a 
university "adds value to your degrees." 
Millar also explained that herself and the BC Liberals 
would like to continue building new post-secondary 
spaces, mainly so that "people can go to school close to 
home" throughout the province. 
For more information, visit Carole Millar's website at 
www.carolemillar.ca, Twitter feed, and Facebook group. 
Coast Mountain Bus Company 
still to release 2010 strategy 
By Wendy A. Case 
With less than a year to go before the world descends upon Vancouver for the 2010 Olympic and Paralympic games, many people 
are wondering when the Coast Mountain Bus Company 
and TransLink will unveil their transit strategies. 
For now the details are vague. According to 
Derek Zadel, a media relations representative of Coast 
Mountain Bus Company, the company's Olympic 
Transportation Committee is "still finalizing the 
strategy." 
Zadel said the plan includes 180 buses in addition to 
regular service. The company will be focused mainly on 
the one venue not serviced by the SkyTrain, the Pacific 
Coliseum because "most of the Olympic venues are 
within walking distance of SkyTrain stations" and Coast 
Mountain Bus Company will be "focused on getting 
people to and from hockey games." This is why there 
are so few additional buses that will need to be added to 
the fleet. 
The decision made by the University of British 
Columbia to cancel classes during the Olympics is an 
important part of the strategy. Zadel explains that "40% 
of the ridership goes to the UBC area" and that the 
decision will "significantly decrease the burden on the 
transit system." Coast Mountain Bus Company expects 
no differences for regular commuters. "The increased 
service should help move people" Zadel said. 
He also does not expect the recent decision by the 
Vancouver School Board to keep its schools open to 
cause any problems for commuters during the Olympics. 
Instead, the big decision makers are SFU and UBC, 
who are expected to be closed for the duration of the 
Olympics. 
The Coast Mountain Bus Company is set to unveil 
its strategy on March 9'h. 
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Despite the rumours, the BC 
NDP able to find candidates 
news editor D 
espite 
recent 
_ __ __J rumours 
that have surfaced around BC that 
the New Democratic Party is having 
trouble finding candidates to run 
in the election this May; the party 
denied any truth to those allegations 
in a recent interview with The Other 
Press . 
Brian Gardiner, a 
Communications Officer with the 
BCNDP, explained that there are 
"85 constituencies, and [they have] 
nominated or set dates in all but 
14 of them." He went onto explain 
the reason why this process is still 
continuing in some ridings though 
is due to timing or a "need to 
discuss things with family or their 
employer." 
Gardiner also stated that he 
believes "in the next week or so 
dates will be set" for the remaining 
14 constituencies. 
"We will have candidates for 
all 85 positions," he said. 
In contrast though, the BC 
Liberals already have almost all 
their candidates nominated and 
are readying the beginning of their 
campaigns in most ridings. The 
NDP has traditionally run full slates 
of candidates and have already 
begun their campaign at the party 
level by this time, in addition to 
Vote Smart BC commercials that 
have been broadcasted on television 
stations through British Columbia. 
SkyTrain reaches 1 billion passengers 
but how did they know it? 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
T his week is expected to be the week that SkyTrain carries its 1 billionth passenger since its 
inception in 1986. 
But how does TransLink keep track 
of these numbers to ensure accuracy? Can 
transit avoid double counting? 
"We aim to report the number 
of passengers entering the SkyTrain 
system, including the high percentage 
who are transferring from bus, SeaBus 
or West Coast Express," said Ian R. 
Graham, Senior Operations Planner 
with BCRTC Ltd.-SkyTrain. "However, 
we exclude train-to-train transfers that 
exist within the system, such as the large 
flood between the Millennium and Expo 
Lines." 
He also went into detail about how 
the actual counts occur. 
"Ridership is calculated from the 
number of ticket vending machine (TVM) 
transactions (complete data records which 
are analyzed monthly, by station), and a 
randomized set of fare checks conducted 
by the Transit Security division of CMBC 
throughout the year," he said. 
This, in conjunction with "other 
factoring of pass and FareSaver sales, 
allows the TVM transaction volumes 
to be scaled up to a calculation of total 
passenger hoardings . These numbers are 
also cross-checked with occasional direct 
station entry counts, so we have several 
sources of providing confidence in the 
totals." 
Graham also said ridership has 
"increased steadily since 1987 . .. with 
the small exception ... in 2001" when bus 
strikes occurred because SkyTrain was 
still able to operate but buses connecting 
to SkyTrain stations were not leading to a 
decrease in ridership. 
Douglas College to hold Student Researcher's Day 
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By Shaylee Perez 
Associate News Editor 
D ouglas College will hold its first ever Student Researcher's Day on 
Tuesday, March 31" . This day is a 
chance for students of all faculties to 
showcase their upcoming work and 
share it with their peers. Students 
will present their projects on poster 
boards, and works-in-progress are 
welcome in addition to completed 
studies. 
game provides for users. Another 
project, conducted by a fourth-year 
Bachelor of Physical Education 
student of Sport Science instructor 
Ken Anderson, studies the effect 
on runners' performances when 
listening to music they like against 
the results of running while listening 
to music they don't enjoy and 
caffeine's effect on workout regimes 
"In conducting research, 
students actually get an opportunity 
to contribute to the available 
knowledge base, as opposed to just 
"This opportunity at Douglas College is a chance for the students to 
share their hard work and meet possible partners or team members 
for future endeavours!' 
This opportunity at Douglas 
College is a chance for the students 
to share their hard work and meet 
possible partners or team members 
for future endeavours. Student 
Researcher's Day is also designed 
to be a forum to discuss and share 
tips, view an array of projects by 
fellow students and gain beneficial 
presentation experience. 
One project features the trendy 
Wii Fit video games, and tracks 
the tangible health benefits the 
accessing it," said Anderson. 
The event will run from 10:30 
to 2:30 p.m. in the Gymnasium 
(Room 1100) at the New West 
campus. Participators will also be 
entered into a draw to win a $100 
gift certificate to the College's 
bookstore. 
For more information, contact 
Tom Whalley, Scholarly Activity 
Coordinator, at whalleyt@douglas. 
bc.ca or 604.527.5818. 
Three chances to explore Japan 
By Shaylee Perez 
Associate News Editor 
D ouglas College, Momoyama Gakuin University and the Kyoto University of Foreign 
Studies are offering three separate 
opportunities to visit and learn in 
Japan. 
The first, a two-week Business 
and Tourism study, runs from 
May 15'h to May 29'h. Offered by 
Momoyama Gakuin University 
and taught entirely in English, 
the program is an opportunity to 
tour numerous high-profile firms 
including Toyota and Panasonic 
along with firms in the hospitality 
sector. The program cost is $2920 
CDN and covers tuition fees , the 
factory visits, accommodations , all 
excursions and breakfasts . 
The second, offered by the 
Kyoto University of Foreign Studies, 
is a three-week language and culture 
study that begins July 4'h. This 
program does include instruction in 
Japanese and requires knowledge of 
the Japanese alphabet. While airfare 
is not covered, tuition, room and 
board and local transportation are 
included. The cost of this program is 
$1100CDN. 
The third study abroad program 
begins June 6'h and goes until June 
27'h. This program is also offered by 
the Monoyama Gakuin University 
in Japan and an understanding of 
the Japanese alphabet is required. 
The program costs $1800 CDN and 
covers tuition fees, room and board 
and local transportation. Again, 
airfare is not included. Both ofthe 
three-week studies available from 
the Kyoto University of Foreign 
Studies and the Monoyama Gakuin 
University are heavily subsidized. 
All three programs offer the 
experience of living with a Japanese 
family and exploring the Japanese 
tea ceremonies, Japanese flower 
arranging and calligraphy. 
Available space for all three 
programs is limited. The application 
deadline is March 1S'h, and the 
applications are available in the 
Centre for International Education 
(room 2800) , from John Newark 
or Sachiko Sunaga at the New 
Westminster campus. 
For more information, contact 
John Newark, Manager, International 
Contracts and Projects at newarkj@ 
douglas.bc .ca or 604.527.5712. 
Gang-related shootings spark community 
involvement 
-------' 
Th' 
recent slew 
of gang-
related 
shootings 
has many in the Lower Mainland 
concerned. 12 shootings in 16 days 
have claimed the lives of six people. 
On Friday, February 6'h, just 
after four pm Kevin LeClair, 26, was 
shot down in his truck in the parking 
Jot of a busy Langley mall. He later 
died in hospital becoming Metro 
Vancouver's 1l'h homicide of the year. 
Another victim, Nicole Marie Alemy, 
age 23, was gunned down in her car 
February 16'h in Surrey while her 
four-year-old son watched from the 
backseat. The car continued moving, 
until a man driving through the same 
intersection witnessed the vehicle 
rolling unmanned down the street, got 
out of his truck and ran towards the 
new Cadillac CTS and reached in the 
shattered window, unable to reach the 
shifter, he steered the car into a bush. 
Citizens of the GVRD showed 
their support for tougher stances on 
gang criminal activity at a rally on 
Sunday, February 22"d at the Central 
City Plaza in Surrey, spearheaded 
by Paul Hillsdon, 19, who ran for 
City Council in 2008 and Trevor 
Loke, also 19 years old, BC Green 
Candidate for Surrey-Newton. Many 
prominent politicians and family 
members touched by gang violence 
attended the rally, which was the first 
step in breaking the silence on gang 
violence. 
"We won't tolerate this 
anymore-our community is better 
than Jetting this continue. Hearing 
[about] more shootings everyday 
has disturbed me, and I want to fight 
back," stated Loke on his blog. 
At the rally and in the media, 
many ideas are being offered about 
the different methods to combat the 
immense amount of gang activity 
and violence prevalent in the Lower 
Mainland. Some believe that the 
legalization of marijuana would take 
away valuable profits in the drug 
trade which the criminals rely on for 
their income. Surrey Mayor Dianne 
Watts proffered the idea of a parents' 
hotline, where parents who suspect 
their children are being pulled into 
gang affiliations would have a safe 
place to talk about their concerns and 
ways they can curb their children's 
involvement in gang activity. Many 
are calling for police, court and 
the Crown to step up with tougher 
sentencing and higher conviction 
rates. 
Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper's Tories introduced two new 
bills Thursday and Friday. The first 
seeks to make any gang-related 
killing a first-degree murder charge 
and the second seeks to attach 
mandatory sentences for serious drug 
crimes. 
News Shorts 
By Matthew Steinbach, News Editor 
Business owners support sustainability 
The Wilderness Tourism Association is a 
group of small business owners who have 
come together to "ensure a sustainable 
future for B.C.'s wilderness tourism 
industry" according to a recent press release 
from the group. 
The own group's numbers indicated 
that about $1.5 billion are at stake if BC 
is unable to become more sustainable, 
and one of their biggest concerns is the 
problem of sea lice in open net cage fish 
farming. The group sees the potential for 
this to destroy their groups' operations and 
they "strongly support the formation of 
independent watershed groups composed of 
watershed users ." This was in response to a 
recent report released by the Pacific Salmon 
Forum, which suggested the formation of 
such groups. 
Canadian Wildlife Federation welcomes 
ruling 
The Canadian Wildlife Federation 
applauded the B.C. Supreme Court in a 
recent press release for seeing aquaculture 
as a separate designation from agriculture 
and the need for different regulations. 
The group saw this as a problem 
because according to a recent press 
release from the group, "The provincial 
management of salmon farms has been 
responsible for the location of the farms, 
which are often placed on wild salmon 
migration routes. Interactions between 
escaped farmed fish and wild salmon have 
neither been completely characterized nor 
have the cumulative impacts of aquaculture 
been identified. However, it has negatively 
impacted the environment, leading to 
pollution, disease, and habitat loss." 
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It's time for a refundable deposit on cigarette butts 
I f you saw som~one pounng 
a Styrofoam 
cup of 
mercury, 
--------' lead and 
arsenic onto the street, the grass or into the 
river, would that bother you? A similar act 
happens so often in every city on the planet 
and yet hardly anyone bats an eyelash. 
According to anti-smoking website 
whyquit.com, smokers drop an average of 
two billion cigarette butts on to the ground 
every single day-complete with non-
biodegradable acetate filters and their slew 
of poisonous chemicals. These butts leach 
their chemicals into the soil and can get 
washed into our rivers or eaten by animals. 
Just 200 butts contain enough nicotine to kill 
a human. 
0 
their habit. 
Obviously litter laws don' t work and 
based on the number of butts you see on 
the ground in front of Douglas College 
and other buildings public ashtrays don't 
work either. Smokers are either too cool or 
too lazy to walk three steps to butt out. It's 
time to do something different. I believe 
the government should implement a per-
butt deposit on every single cigarette sold . 
Perhaps begin with two cents per butt with 
the possibility of raising it until tangible 
results are seen. 
The list of positives on this action is 
endless . If implemented it would not cost 
prudent smokers anything. All it would 
require them to do is take responsibility for 
The poor and the homeless would 
benefit in much the same way that deposits 
on cans and bottles have been providing a 
source of income for them and we don't see 
many of those littering the streets . 
Importantly, this deposit would finally 
hold retailers of cigarettes to account. The 
retailer has often been able to shirk any 
responsibility for peddling death sticks 
and I believe it is time they played a role 
in the process of combating the problems 
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www.yummyweb.com 
By Nikalas Kryzanowski, Opinions Editor 
The internet has outdone itself yet again. It was bound 
to happen sooner or later and just in time for dinner! 
Yurnrnyweb is a comprehensive database of Vancouver-
area restaurants designed to make ordering in on those 
cold and rainy nights as easy as pie. Apparently it's been 
around for five years, but unless I've been living under 
a rock, I don't think it's gotten the attention it deserves. 
As an eater of food, all you have to do is browse through 
the menus of over 130 area restaurants, all categorized 
by style. Add the menu and combo items to your cart. 
The site calculates your total along with all the taxes 
and delivery fees (if any), once you find out the grand 
total click send. Your order is automatically faxed to the 
chosen restaurant and within ten minutes you'll receive a 
confirmation call from the restaurant then thirty minutes 
later you'll have a belly full of chow. Hooray for no more 
misunderstandings on the phone, no more outdated flyers 
and maybe most importantly, you' ll know your final total 
before you send your order off. 
Best of all you can discover awesome new restaurants 
every time. The toughest part of ordering in will be the 
fights over what to get! 
mmyweb 
0 
associated with smoking. Butt collectors 
would be able to take their butts back to 
any cigarette selling retailer to receive the 
refund. Retailers would be responsible 
for the processing and proper disposal. 
Retailers- if you don't want to deal with 
butts, then stop selling cigarettes . It's as 
simple as that. 
A two-cent deposit would add about 
40 cents to the upfront cost of a regular 
pack of smokes and should make smokers 
think twice before flicking their butts on the 
ground or even better, it might make them 
think twice before picking up the habit. 
As well, the extra revenue on butts that 
never get returned would be able to fund 
environmental or anti-smoking programs. 
Such a program does have detractors 
including the state of Maine which voted 
against a five cent deposit back in 2001 on 
grounds that it feared smokers would travel 
out of state to buy cigarettes. To that I ask-
do people make special trips out of state and 
province to buy pop and booze just to avoid 
paying a refundable deposit? Not so much. 
BC had a fledgling deposit movement 
about eight months ago. Three Langley men 
intended to take the idea of ten cents per 
butt to lawmakers but were shot down by 
none other than the Recycling Council of 
BC which said that "collecting and storing 
chemical-laden butts could raise toxic waste 
issues ." 
Really, is it better to store toxic waste in 
a contained facility where it can be properly 
monitored or should the dangerous waste be 
left unfettered in the middle of the park, the 
street and the beach, right where people walk 
and kids play? 
Cigarette butts are the single largest 
item of litter on the planet and one of the 
most deadly. 
This is a no-brainer. 
Choose your seat 
carefully 
By Siavash Emamzadeh 
0 ne of the biggest decisions you'll make in college, along with the teachers you choose 
and the courses you enrol in, is where 
you sit in class. Should you opt for the 
front or the back? Which will earn you 
the best mark? Some of the answers to 
these questions are obvious, but some 
may surprise you. 
Now, I'm no big shot researcher, 
but I do have several years of college 
attendance under my belt and a whole 
lot of seating experimentation. Sitting 
at the front is usually the popular 
pick for students in the hunt for As 
and Bs. Chances are that they believe 
sitting anywhere else will render them 
distracted. This is generally true, as 
sitting in the back or center has led me 
to lose track of the lecture; I tend to 
get engaged in a conversation going 
on ahead of me for example. Also, 
different profs have different styles of 
writing; some may jot down obscenely 
small words and symbols on the board, 
while others may not. So in certain 
cases , it is extremely important to be 
as close as possible to the board in 
order to copy down accurate notes . 
Otherwise, as you can imagine, it will 
have a direct impact on your mark. 
Just as how seeing is vital, so is 
hearing . I've had professors that stutter 
frequently, skip words altogether 
or speak in a very low voice. So 
obviously, unless you' re a confident 
lip-reader, you will want to consider 
sitting a little closer to the professor. 
A widely-held belief is that by 
sitting at the front of class, a student 
will meet other hard-working students. 
This is not necessarily true , as I have 
met plenty of dedicated people while 
sitting elsewhere. There can be several 
reasons that account for this . First of 
all, it appears to me that a considerable 
number of dedicated students also 
happen to be introverted, or in simpler 
terms, shy. As a result, they prefer to 
remain seated at the rear of the class, 
where they are not subjected to a lot of 
attention. Conversely, the class goofs 
actually seek attention, so they sit right 
at the front of the class. Generally, 
these are not the most committed 
students. 
Another belief is that teachers help 
students sitting at the front significantly 
more than they do those sitting at the 
back. This is a myth because teachers, 
especially in college, specifically make 
sure to involve those in the back. It's 
common knowledge among them that 
a lot of back-dwelling students like to 
avoid participation. Needless to say, 
it's not pleasant but it is beneficial 
when you're one of those students, as I 
can attest to. 
Finally, if your classes are at close 
intervals, make sure you consider 
sitting next to the door. Every time 
class ends, I see people shuffling and 
packing like the first one out wins 
a car. This, of course, means that if 
you' re one of those people, your notes 
will be incomplete. By sitting next to 
the door, you have more time to pack 
and have to spend less time weaving 
through the crowd of students and 
exiting, thus giving you more time to 
copy down notes . 
In the end, where you sit 
depends on what you value , but to 
say that sitting at the front of the 
class guarantees a high mark is a 
misconception. 
Hey, I'm a living proof of that. 
Braidwood inquiry only 
further damages RCMP 
By Garth Mclennan 
T;e inquiry currently being ;onducted into the death of Polish immigrant Robert 
Dziekanski has done nothing to 
absolve the RCMP in the eyes of the 
public. 
Dziekanski, as almost everyone 
will be able to recall, was tasered by 
RCMP officers at YVR airport on 
October 14'h, 2007. Dziekanski , 40, 
had arrived from Poland to move to 
Canada. He was supposed to meet his 
mother at the airport but became lost 
for over nine hours and never met up 
with her. 
Eventually Dziekanski lost his 
cool and began flipping pver chairs 
and dropped a computer. The police 
were called and within 30 seconds of 
their arrival, Dziekanski was hit with 
the first of five taser blasts . 
A bystander video captured 
the scene as the events unfolded. 
It shows the four officers arriving 
and motioning to Dziekanski, who 
raises his hands above his head and 
begins walking away. The police 
then surround Dziekanski, who has 
a stapler in his hand. A few seconds 
later, he is tasered multiple times and 
jumped on by the police. As a result 
of this and the massive public outrage, 
retired judge Thomas Braidwood has 
convened an inquest into what exactly 
happened that night. 
Recently the four RCMP officers 
in question were called to testify, 
and the testimony from Constable 
Gerry Runde! was very telling, but 
not in a good way. Runde! claims 
that Dziekanski "picked up a stapler 
and he started clenching his fists and 
putting the stapler up above his head, 
motioning ... making motions with it 
towards us . At this point, Constable 
Millington had pulled out his taser and 
activated it." 
Hmm, that's an interesting 
recollection there, Gerry; the only 
problem is it didn't happen. The 
video, which can be seen on YouTube, 
shows clearly that while Dziekanski 
did indeed have a stapler in his hand, 
he never raised it above his head in a 
threatening manner. In fact, he never 
raised it above his head at all . He 
never raised the stapler or brandished 
his fists towards police. That never 
happened. There is video evidence to 
support that. Shown the video at the 
inquiry, Rundel still maintained his 
fictitious version of the events . He 
lied, plain and simple. 
As the inquiry continued, it 
was found that the officers tasered 
Dziekanski five times with jolts of 
50,000 volts , including at least one 
.. 
directly to his skin for nine straight 
seconds. 
Now, Dziekanski was acting 
irrationally and was clearly distressed 
but that does not justify such a blatant 
use of excessive force by the police. 
The video shows that he was no threat 
at all, and eyewitnesses who were 
present at the time have all stated that 
Dziekanski didn't threaten them and 
that none of them felt like they were in 
danger. 
So how could this have been so 
different for the four police officers? 
They encounter an exhausted man with 
a stapler that is not threatening them in 
any way, shape or form, and Constable 
Runde! "fears for his safety?" With all 
due respect, that's a joke. 
Four heavily armed RCMP 
officers have surrounded a guy and 
they feared for their safety because of 
a stapler that was never even raised or 
brandished? Well, if that's true then 
these guys picked the wrong career. 
Now I'm not out to bash police 
officers. The vast majority of law 
enforcement officials are terrific 
people who do a spectacular job. But 
the fact that these four cowards, who 
won't be charged and won't even 
admit that they made a mistake is 
reprehensible. To try and shift blame 
on other people and agencies, as 
Rundel did in his testimony, is just 
unacceptable . 
These four officers were clearly 
out of line and went more than 
overboard. Judging from the video 
evidence, if holding a stapler and not 
speaking English is all that is required 
to get tasered up to five times for 
lengthy zaps, then I wouldn't want 
to be here for the 2010 Olympics. If 
what these four police officers did was 
completely by the book and allowed, 
then what are we spending $900 
million on Olympic security for? 
This entire series of events was a 
tragedy, and the four officers knew it. 
They were dead wrong in what they 
did, and the Braidwood Inquiry proves 
as much. 
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Should smoking be treated like swearing when it comes to 
movie ratings? 
By Siavash Emamzadeh 
Do you think the inclusion of smoking scenes in a movie is enough to influence its rating? In 
other words , does "smoking depiction" 
belong in the set of criteria , such as 
"graphic violence" or "intense horror?" A 
group of Ontario teens think so. 
From south-western Ontario, they're 
on their way to Toronto to propose to 
the Ontario Film Review Board that 
the presence of smoking scenes should 
be considered when a movie is rated. 
Apparently, seeing tobacco use may give 
viewers the idea that it 's a normal thing to 
do. 
Now, I'm all in favour smoking 
bans in public areas , as I think they save 
non-smokers from having to breathe in 
disgusting and poisonous fumes , but 
regarding this issue, I'm sort of sitting on 
the fence . 
On one hand, I think, yes, it's 
reasonable to be lobbying for this change; a 
lot of young people can be easily influenced 
by what they see . For them, it's a time of 
fitting in, and as a result, they develop the 
will to do anything to blend in . Thus, if 
taking up smoking is what it takes, then 
money back 
that's what they'll do. Needless to say, the 
more they see smoking on the big screen, 
the more the idea is reinforced. On the other 
hand, why not work to address this lack of 
reasoning and discipline? One would think 
that eliminating exposure to all smoking-
related stimuli is a last resort. 
Instead of modifying movie ratings, 
teens , under peer or parental guidance, 
should be pointed in the right direction. But 
if that fails, then by all means, the suggested 
measure may be required. 
I suppose ultimately, movie ratings 
could take into account any scenes with 
tobacco use and young people could work 
on strengthening their self-restraint. But if 
I had to choose one, I'd go with the latter 
because building up discipline in one area 
could lead to better self-control in other 
areas . 
To sum it up, I don 't think one has to 
accept that developing the habit of smoking 
is a natural part of life. Instead of escaping 
from it, we have a choice to confront it and 
endeavour to prevent its onset. Of course , 
it's easier said than done , but the hard 
work will be well worth it in the end when 
one is secure from mental and physical 
health issues-and most importantly, life-
shortening illnesses . 
Some advice for Facebook creepers 
By Ashley Whillans 
As if status, photo and hobbies/ employer/interest creeping on Facebook aren' t bad enough, 
we have now come up with an even 
more intimate way to learn about 
people, without ever having to talk to 
them. I'm talking about the "25 Things 
Survey." 
If someone sat down beside you 
and listed 25 random things about 
themselves , would you think they 
were smart or funny or attractive? 
I seriously doubt it. So, then why 
do we continue to fill out these 
pointless questionnaires? Are we 
hoping to inspire others with our 
accomplishments? Reveal ourselves to 
random strangers in hopes of learning 
more about ourselves? Make a new 
friend? Attract a new love? The list 
goes on. 
Okay, okay I have to admit I did 
fill out one of these surveys, but I 
still can't stop wondering, what on · 
earth possessed me to waste so much 
time filling out a pointlessly long 
facebook 
questionnaire about myself. Besides the 
obvious attraction of doing anything 
and everything except my homework, 
what was the real motivation 
behind rants, companionship and 
understanding? 
Let's take into consideration the 
following situation: a blind date . I 
know when you are meeting someone 
for the first time it can be scary, 
especially if they are dating material . 
Doing a bit of a background check can 
make the conversation less awkward. 
Hey, why not even check out their "25 
Things Survey" to find out what they're 
all about? Seems promising, doesn't 
it? Yeah, I think not. After a blind date 
dilemma last week, I am now a believer 
of taking the time to get to know 
someone in person. 
Although my date and I knew of 
each other through mutual friends, we 
had never met face to face, and agreed 
to meet at Starbucks, which is pretty 
much the most inconspicuous place 
ever. Before long it became apparent 
this guy knew a lot about me, and 
that we had a lot of the same interests 
despite never having met. Sounds 
great right? Wrong. It turns out he took 
"note ." 
Having common interests and 
shared knowledge is one thing, but 
quoting information off my Face book 
page, in particular my "25 Things" 
note , and then asking me about it, like 
some sort of job interview, is something 
else entirely. 
It is pathetic that people, such as 
my date, have to resort to looking up 
Will Stadium survive next year? 
By Wendy A. Case 
Tn 2010 the world will descend uoon 
I 'r .... - _,..... ... . -- _ 1 • • , , "" ... 
.l vau~uuvcr anu ns suouros ror two weeks in February. However, is our 
transit system up to the task? 
One of the main transit hubs for 
the Olympics will be Stadium SkyTrain 
Station. For the original SkyTrain 
station this will be kind of like a 
homecoming. Stadium Station debuted 
at Expo '86, but will Stadium Station 
be able to handle the massive influx of 
transit riders for the Olympics? 
Anyone who takes public transit 
after a Canucks game knows that the 
station is madness. At least eight transit 
police officers are needed to conduct 
fare checks and control the amount of 
people who go up the stairs. It can be 
a ten minute wait to get up the stairs 
if you leave right away, and can be as 
long as 20 minutes. From there, you 
still have to catch a train. By the time 
you usually get up to the platform the 
trains going eastbound, away from the 
downtown core, are full. 
The Olympics will put far more 
of a burden on the station. BC Place 
is the bigger stadium that will seat 
many more people. With the opening 
and closing ceremonies taking place 
there along with the medal presentation 
ceremonies the burden on the station 
will occur daily. Even worse, there will 
also be a massive influx of workers to 
the stadium to take care of concessions, 
catering, setup, maintenance, and 
stock. On top of the over 500 people 
who currently work at BC Place it is 
estimated that the amount of employees 
will need to increase by 50-100 per 
cent for the Olympics. If even half of 
those workers take public transit the 
wait for trains will be extended to a 
couple hours after the events end as 
the workers' shifts have staggered end 
times. 
There are two other problems 
with Stadium Station: the lack of both 
an escalator and an elevator on the 
stadium side of the station. The only 
elevator leads to Tinseltown and the 
escalator is also on the other side of 
the station. For a city that's hosting the 
Paralympic Games that seems awfully 
inaccessible . Anyone who cannot take 
the stairs for whatever reason will have 
to go the long way to the stadiums from 
Tinseltown. Where are the people who 
should be up in arms over this? Where 
are the disability groups demanding 
my interests on Face book in hopes of 
scoring some plus points by enjoying 
the same music, hobbies and/or beliefs 
as me. 
Thanks to this guy not only do I 
completely regret ever filling out that 
damn survey, but I have come to the 
conclusion, that maybe I should stop 
looking for a point to the quiz, because 
there isn't one, and better yet, maybe 
there shouldn't be. 
We have to start talking to those 
cute people on the street before 
researching them on Facebook, because 
otherwise it's just weird. Before I post 
, stupid surveys online again, which 
will most likely happen when my 
next assignment is due, I will have 
to be more cautious about whom my 
audience is, and make information 
a· little less truthful and a little more 
outrageous. 
But if you're like me and simply 
have to fill out the ridiculously 
pointless, stupid and pathetic "25 
Things Survey," you might as well 
make it interesting. Think of how fun 
my blind date could have been then! 
proper, equal access? For an Olympic 
city that's all about equality, our transit 
system is obviously still quite lacking. 
Stadium Station will probably 
be the most used SkyTrain station for 
the Olympic and Paralympic Games. 
However, I find myself wondering what 
sad state of disrepair it will be left in 
afterwards if it doesn't get fixed! 
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By Mark Fisher 
T hanks to the Nintendo Wii , people are playing video games like they never have before: 
standing up. With its revolutionary 
motion sensor design , Nintendo has 
expanded what video games can do 
beyond anything that has been seen 
before. Wii Sports and Wii Fit have 
brought millions of new casual garners 
into the market, giving everyone a 
chance to play virtual versions of 
their favourite sports. Even non-sports 
games can get into the action; players 
can use the controller to swing a sword 
in Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess 
or have fun shaking the controller 
wildly in Wario Land: Shake It! 
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It's a long way from sitting on a 
couch and pushing buttons, or sitting 
at a computer and moving a mouse. 
It's a certainty that the next generation 
of garners will be more active than the 
previous one. With child obesity rates 
at an all-time high, Nintendo's timing 
with the Wii couldn't be better. When 
it comes to getting inactive kids to do 
something physical , video games have 
several advantages that the real world 
can't match. It 's less competitive and 
easier on the kids self-esteem. Kids can 
learn at their own pace without having 
to worry about letting their team down 
or falling behind the other kids doing 
the activity with them. There's less 
chance of being injured. Video games 
don' t get interrupted by bad weather 
fit? 
and you don 't have to drive across 
town to play them. And it's not just 
kids who can get a lot out of the Wii . 
Adults are crunched for time these 
days too, so having the convenience 
of having a workout that you can plug 
in and do whenever you have the time 
is a big plus for them . I know that 
I'm always wishing that I had more 
time to exercise, but most days all the 
exercising I get is walking around the 
college. 
But when you play Wii Sports or 
Wii Fit , how much exercise are you 
really getting? How does it compare 
to a regular workout, like riding a bike 
or walking on a treadmill? Now that 
people are using these games as a way 
to stay in shape, these questions are 
ake 
very important. Nintendo hasn't made 
any outlandish claims that their games 
replicate a serious fitness routine, but 
just calling a game Wii Fit carries a 
certain implication. Most people who 
buy it would be interested in knowing 
whether or not it will actually help you 
get fit, or just make you think you're 
getting a good workout. 
Katrina Lindroos and Laurie Wong 
are students at Douglas College who 
have set out to measure the health 
benefits of playing the Wii. The results 
of their findings will be on display 
during Douglas College's first-ever 
Student Research Day. Both are both 
enrolled in the fourth year of Douglas ' 
Bachelor of Physical Education and 
Coaching Program. To conduct the 
study, they asked for Douglas College 
students to volunteer to spend two hours 
playing the Nintendo Wii, while the 
measured their heart rate and breathing. 
As a volunteer test subject, I got 
to give Wii Boxing a try (other subjects 
also played Wii Tennis). Having a 
breathing mask on my face and a heart 
rate monitor hooked up to my ear and 
another one around my chest was a little 
awkward at first, but it wasn't too much 
of a distraction as I proceeded to duke it 
out with virtual opponents. During the 
study, they first measured me playing 
against a human opponent, Ryan the lab 
tech. I was told to try as hard as I could 
to beat him, and he was sure to trash-talk 
me in order to keep my motivation high. 
After my heart rate returned to normal, 
they had me play against the computer 
while sitting on a chair, to simulate the 
many players who just sit on the couch. 
After that was another round against 
the computer, this time standing up. By 
the end I was quite a pro at the game, 
and it was also the best workout I had 
experienced all winter! 
As someone who doesn't own a 
Wii (I'm what you call a retro-gamer, 
my newest system is a Nintendo 64), I 
can easily say that playing a Wii would 
help me burn more calories than just 
merely holding a controller and pressing 
A to jump, B to shoot. Even during 
the portion of the study when I was 
sitting down and trying to minimize my 
movement, I still found myself having 
to move my arms quickly to throw a 
combination of punch or to block my 
virtual opponent's attacks. And while the 
game will have your character throw a 
punch anytime you move the controller 
forward, I found that in order to KO my 
opponent I had to put real force behind 
virtual punches. So being more active 
does help you be more successful at the 
game, no matter how you play it. 
That being said, the results of what 
came next made me questions how 
effective exercising on the Wii really is. 
For the final portion of the study, they 
had me walk on a treadmill to see how 
much effort it would take me to match 
the average heart rate I had when I was 
playing against a human opponent on the 
Wii. It turns out that I matched it when 
I was walking at 3 kilometres per hour. 
That's a pretty brisk walking pace, but 
it's much lower than the speed I would 
set a treadmill at if I wanted to do a 
serious 15-minute workout. So even 
when I was playing the Wii as hard as I 
could, from a physical fitness standpoint 
I was short-changing myself compared 
to what I'd do ifl went to the gym. 
But more importantly, I thought I was 
expending more energy than I actually 
was. If results like that are the norm, 
many people could actually become less 
fit if they play the Wii as a substitute for 
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their regular workouts . At the conclusion of the study, 
Katrina and Laurie gave me questionnaire to ask how 
much effort I thought I was expending, and seeing the 
results of that questionnaire for the other subjects in 
the study will be what I'm most looking forward to 
when I see the results of their study. 
Student Research Day will be taking place on 
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studies done by Douglas College students will be 
on display in the concourse. The goal of Student 
Research Day is for students at the college to have a 
chance to share what they have learned as developing 
researchers. It also gives students that participate in 
it a chance to be exposed to doing serious academic 
research. This is the first year the event has taken 
place but the plan is to turn it into an annual event at 
Douglas College. 
Is ultimate fighting Olympic worthy? 
Summer 
Olympic 
..__ _ _J Games are 
one of the 
best venues for sporting excellence in 
the world. However, there are a number 
of sports that are a part of the Olympics 
that shouldn't be and many should be 
included but aren't. And while I don't 
think that anyone has the time to list 
all of the reasons why table tennis and 
synchronized swimming should be 
expelled from the Games , one sport 
that should warrant consideration in the 
future is ~xed martial arts (MMA). 
MMA, throughvarious 
organizations such as UFC, Pride FC 
and K1, has grown rapidly in popularity 
throughout the world. Pay-per-view 
buys have soared and MMA gyms 
specializing in Muay Thai kickboxing 
and Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu have started 
popping up everywhere. There is a 
thriving lower-league MMA scene in 
Vancouver and the sport is popular all 
over the world. 
So is it time for mixed-martial arts 
to join the Olympics? I say yes. There 
was an attempt to have them brought 
in for the 2004 Summer Games back in 
Athens under the ancient Greek name 
of Pankration, but it didn't make the 
final cut. 
Think about it; MMA has, for 
better or worse, become a global 
phenomenon. It has blown past boxing 
in popularity and media recognition 
and is very much a mainstream sport 
now. MMA is also a sport that can be 
practiced everywhere and by almost 
everyone. It isn't unique to a certain 
country or social class. Like many 
sports, MMA fighters have to be in 
fantastic shape to compete effectively 
and there aren't many activities out 
there that come with the type of 
pressure and require the kind of focus 
that MMA does . MMA combatants 
have to be versed several different 
martial arts if they have any hope of 
competing and they have to incorporate 
strategy into their bouts. 
Combat sports aren't anything 
new to the Olympic Games . In ancient 
times, fighting competitions were brutal 
and many were not nearly as refined as 
they are today. In Beijing, the site of 
ll-IOMPSON RIVERS 
OPEN LEAI!NING 
the 2008 Summer Games, there were 
18 wrestling events, 14 for judo, 11 
for boxing and eight for taekwondo. If 
you have that many then surely there is 
room for MMA. After all, while I prefer 
boxing by far to MMA, if you can have 
boxing in the Olympics then you can 
haveMMA. 
We're talking about an insanely 
popular sport here, and while I can 
understand the reluctance of some to 
include it because of its extremely 
violent nature, this isn't a niche activity 
anymore. On a UFC fight night, the 
bars in Vancouver are flooded with 
enough people to rival a Canucks' 
game. MMA has become a popular 
activity for amateur fighters and 
enrolment numbers have been steadily 
rising for years now. 
My point is , when you have 
Olympic BMX and 16 kayak/canoe 
events in the Olympics, it's hard to 
argue that MMA should be kept out. 
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Stamkos shines in Bolts' loss to Canucks 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
T he Canucks had the rare privilege of playing the Tampa Bay 
Lightning on Friday night at GM 
Place and it was a nice opportunity 
for Vancouver fans to see great but far 
away players like Vincent Lecavalier, 
Martin St. Louis and 2008 first overall 
draft pick Steven Stamkos. 
While Lecavalier wasn't 
outstanding and St. Louis wasn' t much 
better, Stamkos was the best player 
on either team in the 2-1 Canucks 
win that went right down to the wire . 
All game Stamkos was making plays, 
sending deft passes to his teammates 
and for once this year, showing why the 
Lightning picked him before anyone 
else back in June in Ottawa. He scored 
the lone Tampa Bay goal against 
Vancouver. 
2008-09 has been a tough season 
for the highly hyped Bolts' rookie. The 
former Sarnia Sting center came into a 
club that held promise but sunk faster 
than the Titanic as soon as the year 
began. Tampa Bay started off horrible 
and new head coach Barry Melrose 
was axed after just 16 games. On his 
way out, Melrose fired a number of 
parting shots at people in the Lightning 
organization, and more than a few went 
towards Stamkos, who Melrose claimed 
wasn't nearly ready for the NHL. 
That comment has had some truth 
to it this year. While Stamkos was 
dominant against the Canucks, that 
hasn't been the case for much of the 
season. He has just 12 goals, 15 assists 
and 27 points this year in 59 games 
and has gone from being a flashy, 
offensive powerhouse back in the OHL 
with Sarnia to just another undersized 
forward. On many occasions he's 
been invisible and whenever he does 
touch the puck, it's been easy for NHL 
defenders to hammer him off of it. 
The fact is, Stamkos is just not big 
enough to be in the league yet. He's 
experiencing the same problems as 
Phoenix's Kyle Turris, another player 
that is high on skill but just hasn't 
filled into his frame yet. There isn't any 
doubt that Stamkos is a phenomenal 
talent that will have an elite NHL 
future, but a year of seasoning back in 
junior would have been much better for 
his development. 
Stamkos has been lighting it up 
recently, with his first career hat trick 
coming last Tuesday in a loss against 
the Chicago Blackhawks, but he had 
just six goals in his first 51 games and 
needed eight contests just to record his 
first point. He's barely been able to get 
any ice time until just lately and being 
a minus 10 while playing on Tampa's 
fourth line isn't good for anybody. Had 
the Lightning returned him to Sarnia, 
he would have been playing half the 
game and scoring 70 goals instead of 
sitting on the bench in the NHL. 
Hopefully Stamkos' recent 
offensive outburst, five goals in his 
last seven games, will prove to be an 
indication that he's finally acclimated 
himself to the NHL game and is ready 
to emerge as a team leader. He's 
certainly surrounded by high-profile 
players with strong credentials in 
Lecavalier, St. Louis, Mark Recchi 
and Gary Roberts. With the Lightning 
in such disarray, Stamkos at his best 
would be a nice finish to a forgettable 
year. 
BCCAA hands out awards for volleyball excellence 
Douglas College's Torey Weibe makes all-star team 
By Garth Mclennan, Sports Editor 
The British Columbia Colleges' Athletic Association (BCCAA) announced their all-star teams 
and award winners for the 2008-09 
volleyball season on February 24'h 
and Douglas College was a part of the 
festivities . 
While there wasn' t an 
overwhelming Douglas contingent 
represented, Torey Wei be made the 
BCCAA's men's second all-star team 
for the province. Weihe, who stands 6 '4 
and plays middle blocker/outside hitter, 
had a terrific season for Douglas. He 
was in the top 15 players in the league 
for aces on the year with 17 in total. 
His blocking skills were also on display 
all season long as he finished second in 
both total blocks and blocks per game. 
He played 53 games this year and is 
from Whitehorse, Yukon. 
The BCCAA male player of the 
year award went to Derek Fletcher of 
the University of the Fraser Valley and 
he also took home first team all-star 
honours . Carlee Deising of Capilano 
University, won the female player of 
the year and was the sole Capilano 
player named to the women 's first all-
star team, although two of her Capilano 
teammates, Claire Ferguson and Rachel 
Unger, both made the second all-star 
squad. 
Male rookie of the year went 
to UBC Okanagan's Nate Speiler, 
although he didn't make the first all-
star team. UBC Okanagan was well 
represented at the awards as they also 
had Preston Tucker and Mike Weiss 
named to the men's first all-star team 
and Speiler on the second team. On the 
women's side for UBC Okanagan, Alex 
Basso won the female rookie of the year 
award and also qualified for the female 
first all-star squad along with teammate 
Sheila McNee. Kailey Buller and 
Caitlin Nyhus, both of whom also play 
for UBC Okanagan, made the second 
team, while the women's head coach 
Steve Manuel won coach of the year. 
The 2009 Canadian Colleges' 
Athletic Association (CCAA) national 
men's volleyball championship takes 
place from March 12-14 at Keyano 
College in Fort McMurray, Alberta 
while the women's nationals will be 
hosted by Nipissing University in North 
Bay, Ontario from March 12-14 as 
well. 
In 2008, UBC Okanogan 
won silver in the men's national 
championships while their women's 
squad took home bronze. 
Men's volleyball has been 
contested as a CCAA National 
championship since 1979 when 
Mount Royal College won the first 
national title. In both men's and 
women's volleyball at the national 
championships, eight teams from 
various conferences throughout the 
country compete for gold. 
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Volleyball Provincial Championships 
Men's top 3 
Gold - Camosun 
Silver- University of the Fraser Valley (UFV) 
Bronze- Vancouver Island University (VIU) 
Women's top 3 
Gold- University of British Columbia Okanagan (UBCO) 
Silver- Vancouver Island University (VIU) 
Bronze- University of the Fraser Valley (UFV) 
Saturday, February 28, 2009 
Men's Gold- Camosun 3 vs. UFV 2 25-22, 22-25, 25-21 , 21-25, 15-11 
Women's Gold - UBCO 3 vs. VIU 0 
25-17, 25-19, 25-23 
Men's Bronze - VIU 3 vs. UBCO 2 
25-22, 21-25, 25-22, 18-25, 15-13 
Women's Bronze- UFV 3 vs. Capilano 0 
25-23, 25-17, 25-22 
Friday, February 27 
Women's semi-final #1 
VIU 3 vs. Capilano 1 
32-30, 29-27, 18-25, 25-20 
Men's semi-final #1 
UFV 3 vs. UBCO 1 
25-23, 21-25, 25-16, 25"23 
Women's semi-final #2 
UBCO 3 vs. UFV 1 
21-25, 25-20, 28-26, 25-20 
Men's semi-final #2 Camosun 3 vs. VIU 2 16-25, 25-17, 17-25, 25-23, 15-13 
Quarterfinals- Feb. 26 
Women's Quarterfinal #1 VIU 3 vs. Douglas 0 25-16, 25-20, 25-16 
Men's Quarterfinal #1 UBCO 3 vs. CBC 0 25-21 , 25-22, 25-15 
Women's Quarterfinal #2 UFV 3 vs. CBC 2 24-26, 25-19,25-10, 21-25, 15-12 
Men's Quarterfinal #2 Camosun 3 vs. Douglas 2 25-23, 25-17, 20-25, 17-25, 15-12 
The Other Press 
is Hiring 
Photographer 
Take photos for stories and do interviews in the field . DSLR experience 
preferred but not required. Looking for good eye and outgoing personal-
ity. Good pay and good experience!! 
Send your resume to editor@theotherpress.ca. 
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Barret Jackman 
Once a Vancouver Canuck menace in 
the playoffs, Barret Jackman is currently 
toiling away with the St. Louis Blues, 
who are poised to once again miss the 
playoffs, although they still have hope. 
Jackman, 27 , has gone through numerous 
injury problems over his career and 
that coupled with playing in such a 
downtrodden market have kept him from 
being recognized as one of the league's 
better defenders . 
Jackman is now in his sixth season 
with St. Louis and is working off a four 
year, $14.4 million contract signed last 
February that pays him $3.6 million 
annually. 
The Blues' blueline has been 
devastated by injuries this year but 
Jackman has unexpectedly remained 
healthy. He 's had to step up with 2006 
first overall pick Eric Johnson sidelined 
all season after a golf cart accident and his 
hard-nosed , rough-and-tough style of play 
are one of the main reasons why the Blues 
are still competitive in the playoff hunt 
this year. 
Chris Chelios 
Chris Osgood 
Goaltender Chris Osgood is in the midst of 
a confusing, but not unsuccessful , part of 
his career. After drifting around aimlessly 
for years following championship seasons 
with the Detroit Red Wings, Osgood is 
once again back in the Motor City and 
corning off a Stanley Cup-winning year 
last season. His strong play in the post-
season earned him a new three year, $4.5 
million contract that pays him $1 .4 million 
this year and $1.1 million next season. He 
got this deal at age 35 , which is an unusual 
age for any player to be given a long term 
contract. 
However, it hasn't all been great for 
Osgood. While the Red Wings are once 
again one of the league 's top teams this 
year, Osgood's personal performance has 
been spotty at best. He 's ranked dead last 
among all goalies this year in both saves 
percentage and goals against average, 
which are the two primary statistical 
categories for goaltenders. 
While Osgood may be struggling, he 's 
still holding down his starting position and 
Detroit is winning, so it's tough to ask for 
more . 
Believe it or not, Chris Chelios is still playing in the NHL at age 47 with the Detroit Red 
Wings, and is currently recovering from a broken leg that he sustained at the beginning of 
this season. 
Despite being the oldest active player in the NHL, Chelios hasn't slowed down 
much over time. This is his 24'h NHL season in 25 years and he has stated that he isn't 
planning on retirement anytime soon. While his ice time on the Red Wings blueline 
has diminished from what it once was, Chelios hasn't complained. He's stayed in 
phenomenal shape and has said that he will play for the league's minimum salary in the 
future. 
Chelios is expected to suit up for Team USA at next year's Winter Olympics and that will 
be the three-time Stanley Cup winner's fifth Olympic appearance and in all likelihood, his 
third time captaining the squad . 
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Dominik Hasek 
One of the best goaltenders of all time, 
Dominik Hasek had a bittersweet ending 
to a storied career last season. While he 
was successful in capturing the Stanley 
Cup for the second time with the Detroit 
Red Wings, Hasek's play was abysmal in 
the opening round of the playoffs and he 
lost his starting job to Chris Osgood. 
The Wings stuck with Osgood for 
the remainder of the post-season and 
Hasek watched from the bench as his team 
marched on to the Cup. 
It was a tough conclusion for Hasek, 
who had been the squad's starting goalie 
all season beforehand. Still, the six-time 
Vezina Trophy winner and future sure-fire 
first-ballot Hall of Farner was able to end 
his playing career with a championship, 
and not too many can say that. 
Hasek announced his retirement 
shortly after the Red Wings' Cup win 
and returned home to his native Czech 
Republic. After his previous retirement in 
2002, when he last won the Stanley Cup, 
Hasek took a year off and played inline 
hockey. 
oetr 
A primer on this exciting poetry subculture 
By Ashley Whillans, Arts Editor 
I t all began when I was in women's studies course last semester. After studying some amazing female poets, a few friends and I made a pact together-we would go 
and see a spoken word competition. Three months later and 
seeing slam poetry or spoken word has become habitual, 
and we now regularly attend nights at slam hot spot "Cafe 
Deux Solie!'' on Commercial Drive. 
What is slam? A brief history 
Slam Poetry is a fairly new style of poetry that evolved out 
of the poetry scene of the 70s. A poet by the name of Marc 
Smith, from Chicago, is accredited with starting the new 
style of poetry at The Get Me High Lounge in the 80s, and 
slam poetry has now spread all over the world. Sometimes 
known as the theatre of the oppressed, it is often led by 
women and poets of color and is known for its energetic 
rhythms and often controversial subject matter. The poems 
are all original, three-minute masterpieces, using no music 
or accompaniment. Slams are judged by rowdy audience 
members who get to make the final decisions on who wins, 
usually through old-school plastic judging cards with the 
numbers 1 through 10, or through the loudness of their 
cheering. If you are selected to be a judge, beware, judging 
can be very stressful-especially at Cafe Deux Solie! where 
judges are often booed and heckled for giving poets low 
scores! 
Vancouver has slam? 
Oddly enough, Vancouver has a really strong slam 
scene, with its own team of poets who travel worldwide 
representing Vancouver at competitions. 
The lingo 
For someone planning to see a show at Cafe Deux Solie!, 
or any other venue in Vancouver, there are two things 
to note that might seem a little strange to the outsider or 
someone who has never been before. Here's the low down: 
If a poet takes too long to perform (they usually have a 
three minute time line) everyone in the audience must 
shout: "You rat bastard, you're ruining it for everyone, but 
it was well worth it." Strange, I know, but apparently it is 
tradition? One other word of advice: applaud the poet and 
not the score. In other words, don't boo the judges. Finally, 
be prepared for just about anything to happen or be heard, 
because often the "lingo" is new, provocative or just plain 
strange and being open minded, and possibly having a few 
beers first is definitely recommended. 
Why bother? 
It's cheap, it's got a great vi be, and there are so many events 
scheduled it seems that you can always find time to go! 
Slam only costs $5 and happens every Monday at Cafe 
Deux Soleils on 2096 Commercial Drive. 
To find out more about slam poetry, I interviewed poet 
Harnza Fouad for this week's Artist Spotlight... 
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By Ashley Whillans, Arts Editor 
He may be new to the scene, but after only a year Hamza Fouad is leaving his mark on 
the slam circuit. At Cafe Deux Soliel 's 
Youth Slam, where he was performing 
his first feature act (sort of like a half 
time show at slam poetry events) 
Fouad took some time out to talk to 
The Other Press about his involvement 
with slam poetry and the slam poetry 
scene in Vancouver. 
Other Press: How did you get 
involved in spoken word poetry? 
Hamza Fouad: I came out to one 
spoken word slam around this time 
last year and it was tremendous, one of 
those special ones with a competition 
and an actual slam night, so I got to 
see all these amazing people come up 
and do their thing. And I remember 
thinking to myself, "I want it,'' 
watching those people having a great 
time, I craved it. So I went home that 
night and started writing, and went out 
the next week and started performing. 
OP: What was your first poem and 
what inspired it? 
HF: My first poem was called 
"Impossible is Nothing." It was 
1ken word artist Hamza 
1ad a.k.a. Relevant K 
inspired when I began wanting to be an 
actor. People kept saying to me, "Actor? 
Yeah, right." So I began thinking, 
"impossible is nothing," and wrote a 
poem about it. 
OP: Any words of wisdom on being a 
poet? 
HF: Do not censor yourself ever. A 
lot of people write for other people 
or for the wrong reasons: to be hip, 
to be cool..., [laughs]. I started poetry 
to get women, that's the true story. 
Just kidding, not at all. Don't censor 
yourself, if you have a thought go with 
it, and entertain, entertain people. Just 
do you. Don't try to be anyone else on 
stage, just be you. 
OP: Who are your top three most 
inspiring people? 
HF: Honestly, Tupac. I don't want to 
go into any stereotypes, "Oh, the black 
man likes Tupac," but Tupac is the first 
poet I ever heard and he inspires me to 
this day. More recently, Knaan. He is 
tremendous. Just the fact that he came 
from just little beginnings and is now an 
international musician, just from being 
himself and giving his observations 
on the world and the tough life he's 
had, that really inspires me. I literally 
YouTube him, watch and start writing, 
that's how inspiring he is to me right 
now. Third, I would have to say my 
mother. My mother's had a tough life and 
she really inspires me to write. 
OP: Describe slam poetry in two 
sentences 
HF: "Kick ass." Those were two words, 
not two sentences... "Glorificously" 
amazing form of expression and the 
"funnest" thing I've ever done! 
Well said, Hamza, everyone always likes 
the artist who credits his mother! 
With a couple more features coming 
up for Hamza in Victoria, as well as 
a national competition known as the 
CBC Poetry Faceoff on March 20'h 
at Cafe Deux Soliel, stay tuned to 
hear a lot more from Hamza Foaud 
in the future. As for right now, you 
can check out his YouTube page at 
www.youtube.com/hamzafouad. 
Gran Torino: change you need to believe in 
By Albert Leung 
I n Gran Torino, Clint Eastwood's latest epic film, he plays the ignorant Korean War veteran 
Walt Kowalski. The story begins with 
Kowalski sitting in a pew, mourning his 
late wife and feeling disenfranchised 
from the people around him. 
Really, this movie could have been 
split into two different stories. On the 
one hand you have the story of the wily 
and grumpy octogenarian Kowalski 
who is struggling to keep up in an 
"ever-changing" world. On the other 
hand, you have the story of young Thao 
Van Lor, played by Bee Vang, who is 
struggling to come to terms with the 
responsibilities of adulthood and of 
becoming a man. 
When Van Lor and Kowalski's 
stories come together for the first 
time, that is when Lor tries to steal 
Kowalski's Gran Torino, Kowalski 
decides to reform the boy, and the pair 
become inseparable-almost like an 
20 
old school father and son relationship. 
Unfortunately for the pair their bliss 
is short lived. The local Hmong gang 
is very interested in bringing Van Lor 
down, and so instead of continuing to 
cultivate a meaningful relationship, Van 
Lor and Kowalski are forced to fight off 
\ L.AIIIIl::.O.a..:;i~C:;:: 
these local troublemakers. 
Both the gang and Kowalski put 
considerable pressure on Van Lor to 
"grow up" and "become a man" and the 
conflict and subsequent action becomes 
reminiscent of Harry's journey from the 
film Dirty Harry. 
While generally Gran Torino 
is a strong film, it does have one 
glaring weakness: the cast. Other 
than Eastwood, the supporting cast is 
incredibly underwhelming. Another 
shortcoming to this film, which it tries 
desperately to hide, is the simple plot. It 
seems that the plot in which Kowalski 
eventually saves his neighbours is 
somewhat simple and formulaic. Not 
to mention, if you are someone who is 
sensitive to racial slurs, you probably 
won't appreciate this movie either, as 
Eastwood himself is responsible for 
over 50! 
Despite a formulaic plot, poor 
supporting cast and the use of racial 
slurs, I assure that the positive aspects 
of this film overshadow the negative. 
Eastwood's sharp tongue and character 
development are winning and overall, 
the story of Gran Torino sheds new 
light on the struggles of change. 
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Is Port Moody really the 
City of the Arts? 
Ashley w Yr!~ ~~t~~~ment 
editor hile Port 
Moody 
claims to be 
"the City 
of the Arts" and declares this slogan on 
its city signs, is the artistic community 
really as strong as it claims to be? Nick 
Sartore, executive director of Shift 
Performing Arts Society, was wondering 
the same thing when he started the One-
Act Theatre Festival in Port Moody in 
2007. 
Sartore, alongside a dedicated board 
of directors, started Shift as a theatre-
producing non-government organization 
to inspire the citizens of the Tri-Cities 
to see more local theatre and to build 
a stronger sense of artistic community 
in Port Moody and its surrounding 
municipalities. 
"Other than high school theatre 
festivals, which are the main source of 
theatre in the Tri-Cities, there's very 
little local theatre outside of youth 
theatre and drop-in theatre programs," 
explained Sartore. "With a big market 
right here in the Tri-Cities, most people 
think they have to go to Vancouver to 
see theatre, which just isn't true. We 
want to show people that there is high 
quality original theatre worth seeing, 
right here in the community." 
Port Moody, apparently excited by 
a group who wants to help build Port 
Moody into the actual City of the Arts, 
has been more than generous to the 
theatre group so far according to Sartore. 
"Port Moody has been really 
supportive of our theatre company and 
of our arts initiatives, and have provided 
us with a lot of opportunity," he said. 
The group has performed numerous 
times at Port Moody's Inlet Theatre to 
much success and recently finished an 
entire festival at the venue devoted to the 
artistic movement known as surrealism. 
What's next for Shift? Well, wanting 
to live up to its mandate as an "innovator 
of new work," the society is hoping to 
produce and debut three new plays at 
its One-Act Theatre Festival happening 
later in June. The series will feature nine 
hand-picked shows, including some 
original work, over the course of three 
days. 
Two of these shows will then be 
remounted at Carousel Theatre on 
Granville Island, bringing the Tri-Cities 
to Vancouver to showcase "the City of 
the Arts" on the Vancouver scene. 
This festival is particularly 
important to Shift, as Adam Janusz, 
SHIFT's Artistic Coordinator explains: 
"Helping playwrights bring new stories 
and characters to life is really exciting. 
We're always trying to support local 
artists, and to have a majority of this 
year's festival be new, never-before-seen 
shows that's [sic] a great surprise for 
us." 
Thanks to people like Sartore, 
Janusz and Shift Arts, Port Moody is 
closer than ever to living up to its name, 
and finally delivering on its promise of 
being an influential "City of the Arts." 
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Erepublik 
v l.O 
Erepublik is a new online game that 
has gotten a lot of attention lately, 
even receiving a rave review in 
The New York Times. After playing 
for a few days, I quickly realized 
that The New York Times may be 
the best newspaper in the world, 
but they don't know diddley about 
video games. The idea of Erepublik 
is that you're a virtual citizen in 
an alternative version of Earth, 
where you can own your own 
company, fight in wars against other 
countries, start your own newspaper 
and so on. But everything in the 
game, from how much resources 
you produce to how successful your 
attacks are, depends on whether you 
can answer lame trivia questions. 
It's like a video game that parents 
would try to get their kids to play 
in order to trick them into learning. 
Sorry, Erepublik, but if I'm trying to 
shoot another player with my tank 
I don't want whether or not I know 
what the longest river in Australia 
is to be what determines whether or 
not I hit them. 
-Mark Fisher 
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Masterpiece Theatre 
Marianas Trench 
Masterpiece Theatre is the latest 
from Marianas Trench, the 
Vancouver quartet that brought you 
such annoying tinker-bop hits like 
"Say Anything" and "Try a Little 
More." This album is nothing new 
for Marianas; another feel-good 
album that will undoubtedly top 
Canadian music charts and be set 
to hourly repeat on MuchMusic. 
The new single, "Cross My Heart," 
is a typical radio ballad from a 
group who focuses on the whiny-
bad-boy style of singing and 
harmonizing guitars. Mariana's 
Trench is the deepest part of the 
oceanic floor, but with this album's 
release, the band fails to live up 
to their name with its disgustingly 
shallow lyrics. One excellent 
redeeming quality of Mariana's 
Trench is that they are all vocally 
trained, and at live concerts have 
beautiful harmonies when they're 
not playing their instruments. 
Maybe their next release should be 
a strictly choral arrangement. 
-Jay Schreiber 
Something For All of Us ... 
Brendan Canning 
Brendan Canning and Kevin 
Drew, co-founders of Broken 
Social Scene, recently put aside 
their involvement with the ten 
member-plus group to pursue solo 
albums. While Brendan Canning's 
Something For All of Us ... is 
still remarkably similar to that of 
Broken Social Scene's self-titled 
album You Forgot It In People, it 
does show off Canning's talents, 
with Drew taking a backseat to 
Canning for the entire album. This 
enabled Canning to diversify and 
incorporate more rock heavy songs 
than simply artsy alternative pop 
songs. However, those types of 
songs do appear on this album as 
well . 
-Matthew Steinbach 
Body of Lies 
Warner Bros. 
Body of Lies, starring Leonardo 
DiCaprio and Russell Crowe, is now 
on DVD and a non-stop thrill ride 
that will have you on the edge of 
your seat. This movie redefines the 
word intense and is one of the most 
underrated action movies of2008. 
DiCaprio is fantastic as CIA agent 
Roger Ferris, who travels through the 
Middle East in search of an elusive 
terrorist responsible for several 
bombings. Crowe plays his Virginia-
based boss, a witty jerk who sends 
DiCaprio to different places and 
usually ends up undermining him. The 
movie is a great espionage thriller that 
wastes zero time in getting to the good 
stuff. From start to finish it is action 
packed and extremely intense. While 
the characters aren't as engaging 
as Matt Damon's Jason Bourne or 
Daniel Craig's James Bond, they 
stay interesting throughout. Director 
Ridley Scott does a fantastic job with 
the production and makes every scene 
count. 
-Garth McLennan 
By Jay Schreiber 
W ith Canadian content laws in effect, it is required by law that all radio and TV stations 
show at least 35% of home grown 
material , which in musical standards 
doesn't leave much to be desired. I'll be 
, the first to admit, Canada doesn't produce 
music at the same level as other western 
civilizations. For rock and pop, the 
United States takes the cake as having 
the best audible scene, and any Canadian 
that is smart enough will move south of 
the border to make their living, and won't 
complain when the U.S . stakes claim on 
them. 
On the list of decent Canadian acts 
, that have achieved noteworthy calibre on 
this continent are Joni Mitchell, Leonard 
1 Cohen, the Guess Who and Neil Young 
(that is when he doesn't sound like a 
woman) . Canada is known for having a 
decent indie scene, but we all know that 
Thev're not even hip, and that's iust trauicl 
I can't even understand what he's saying 
half of the time! With a career that spans 
over 26 years, you would think that this 
group might consider diversifying just a 
little. 
Alright, lyrics. Let's examine a 
little ditty from their hit "Blow at High 
Dough:" "Out at the speedway, same 
Elvis thing. Well I can't catch her, but 
I can get behind anything." Excuse me, 
"Well I can get behind anything?" Does 
anyone want to explain to me what the 
hell he's talking about? And what does 
he mean by that "same Elvis thing?" 
Great Canadian content, boys, making 
reference to one of the United States' 
greatest musical acts, a soul and gospel 
singer from the Deep South. 
Now, a first; I will give simple 
instructions on how to make your own 
Tragically Hip song: first take a drummer 
(any one will do, he just needs to know 
how to hit the things) and get him to 
play a straight beat with a drum fill at 
the end offour bars. Stop him and 
loop that for four minutes. Take your 
guitarist and bassist and have them 
play power chords or root notes over 
orst Canadian rock uroup ol all i 
are behind bv a centurv none of that gets recognized 50 miles outside of where it 
was recorded. 
This brings me 
to the Tragically Hip, one of the worst 
Canadian bands in the history of our 
nation, the kind of band that makes me 
want to pack up, head down south and 
vote Republican. I've had to deal with 
all sorts of pathetic excuses about the 
Tragically Hip such as, "But I love the 
way they rock out" or "Their story telling 
, is important to Canada's heritage," or my 
' personal favourite, "You just don't like 
them because they' re Canadian!" People 
who talk this way make me want to puke, 
record it and sell it to Classic Rock 101 
as the new Hip single. 
So what specifically do I have 
against them? Well , for starters every 
song sounds the same. It's all in four-four 
time with the same rock groove and the 
same form. The guitar solos always fall 
in the same places, and every eight bars 
the form changes slightly after a drum 
fill . I can't make any damn sense of what 
the lyrics are supposed to mean; in fact, 
the drum beat, and have them do that 
for eight bars. Now for the fun part: get 
a tone deaf vocalist and set him up as 
close to a microphone as you can. Have 
him wail out random bull shit with a few 
references thrown in while repeatedly 
stabbing himself in the gut with a blunt 
object (I find a spoon works best). With 
some simple editing you should have 
the makings of the next Tragi~ally Hip 
single. 
As a die-hard Canucks fan, I also 
take a special disliking to this group as 
they are Leafers, each and every one of 
them. Occasionally, the Hip have been 
known to perform on stage wearing 
Maple Leafs jerseys, masochistically 
supporting that team of losers. 
I can only hope that the great people 
of this beautiful country can share the 
same view that I do in agreeing that the 
Tragically Hip are not only a burden to 
Canadian society but continue to give our 
musicians a bad name with their ever-
repeated guitar lick. In 2005 they were 
inducted into the Canadian Music Hall of 
Fame; now that 's just tragic ... 

